
Red-tailed Black Cockatoo
Grows to a length of 53-55cm.
Lives in eucalypt forests and acacia
scrubs of South West of Western
Australia. Also two other species, one
in the western arid zone and the
other in the Kimberley.

How to get started
1 Colour your game to make it

look attractive.
2 Cut out the tors (cockatoo

heads).
3 Enjoy playing Cockatoo

Care Capers with your family
and friends.

How to play
1 This is a game for two or

more people.
2 You will need a die.
3 Everybody starts on square

one.
4 Take turns to roll the die.
5 Move forward the number of

squares as indicated on the
die.

6 If you land on the base of an
old tree trunk, climb up to
the top.

7 If you land on a cockatoo
head, slide down the bird to
its tail.

8 The first person to reach the
end is the winner.
Congratulations! 
You have learnt a lot about
how to care for our
cockatoos.

Carnaby’s Cockatoo
Grows to a length of 53-58cm.
Lives in scrubs and heaths, and
adjacent eucalypt forests of South
West of Western Australia.

Baudin’s Cockatoo
Grows to a length of 50-60cm.
Lives in eucalypt forests of the South
West of Western Australia. Has a
longer beak than the Red-tailed
Black Cockatoo or the
Carnaby’s Cockatoo.
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Male cockatoo
finds a mate and

discovers nest
hollow.
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Several old trees
blown over in a
storm - shortage

of nesting
hollows.
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Baudin’s Cockatoo

finds food in a
native garden

planted by students
in their school.3536
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Hatching chick

takes first flight after
80/90 days in nest.
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Mature female

cockatoo shot for
eating fruit crops -

reduces breeding pairs
in the area.
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Carnaby’s

Cockatoo returns to
nest box in

Wheatbelt for
Spring breeding.
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Old trees with
hollows taken
from forest -
find another
nest hollow.
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Red-tailed Black
Cockatoo young
loses spots and

stripes to become
an adult.
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Baudin’s

Cockatoo finds a
new roost site.
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Carnaby’s

Cockatoo flies from
Wheatbelt to

Coast for Winter.
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Bushfire has
destroyed a
nesting tree -
find another
nest hollow.
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Poacher has
stolen chick
from a nest -

unlikely to
survive!
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Red-tailed Black
Cockatoo finds

food in a suburban
garden.
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Feral bees have
taken over nest

hollow - killed the
young chicks.
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Severe drought has

caused Marri trees to
lose their blossom -
shortage of food as

fewer nuts form.
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